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19/06/2014 16:42
ADI

190746

EC MCCARTHY

information to suggest further risk at this time.
7) What management grip and support is there?
KG SLT aware.
LBB & D have been informed.
The incident has been discussed at Pacesetters.
CIA being completed by Inspector JOYCE.
Gold Group proposed once results to the PM are known.
8) Any media or publicity issues? (DP A aware? Press lines prepared?) ;
Press lines have been prepared and forwarded to the area press office.
9) Significant community impact/Signal crime? If so, mitigating measures being under taken?
At this time there is no evidence to suggest a significant community impact.
9) Any local/MPS vulnerabilities? (Previous police intervention opportunities? Calls to the address?
Suspect wanted, etc);
Intel checks have been conducted on the subject. There is nothing to suggest that there were any MPS
intervention opportunities in the past.
No vulnerabilities identified at this time.
OIC: ADI Eugene MCCARTHY
CAD Ref: 1209/19JUN14
CRIS Ref: 5109868/14
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EC MCCARTHY

Protective Marking
Restricted
Suitable for Publication No
Title & Version Post Mortem Briefing
Relevant to
Mr Anthony Patrick W ALGATE
Branch, Code & OCU/Directorate OlKG BOCU/TP Crime
Date Created
19.06.2014
Review Date
21.06.2014
SUBJECT DETAILS:
Name: Mr Anthony Patrick W ALGATE
Date of Birth: 08.05.1991
Address: Not known at this time.
Identification Confirmed? The subject's details have been confirmed as his passport was found with his
belongings at the scene of the incident.
Occupation: Not known.
Next of Kin: At this time the subject's next of kin have not been identified. It is believed that the
subject comes
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DS

218313

MW O'DONNELL

***
Exhibits
DC Parish has catlogued and stored the samples retrieved from the PM in preparation for submission
for analysis. The deceased's bag has been retrieved from the property store and its contents will also be
catalogued and stored appropriately.

Investigation Strategy
Considering the HAT advice to-date I have determined the following enquiries are required to progress
this matter sufficiently for a Coroner's Inquest. Should any information come to light that would
suggest criminal activity contributing to his death, this will be reviewed with the HAT.
Mobile phone records:
His mobile phone has not been recovered - I am told by a number of his friends/family that it is very
unusual for him not to have it. We currently have his phone records as of Sunday 15/6 and they are in
the process of being examined by an analyst due to the complexity of the data.
Movements on public transport:
We have commenced oyster card/cctv enquiries with Tfl.
Social media activity in the week leading up to his death:
I understand he was due to meet a client in the IG 11 area and indeed travelled to Barking on the 17/6.
He last contacted his friends on the evening of 17/6 (2200hrs), saying he couldn't talk as he was
"working".
We are going to search his room in Golders Green and recover his lap-top computer and any other
relevant items. This will be sent for analysis. Open Source enquiries should also be made.
Financial enquiries:
We will look at his account usage leading up to his death.
Further local enquiries:
We have details of a
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PC

218393 703KG P BERRY

at a catering facility inside Barking bus depot, Longbridge Road, Barking, his works shifts, with one
week of starting work at 6am til 2pm and one week of late turn, 2pm -1 Opm. Sometimes Steven covers
extra hours for training but it is not known what hours these cover. Glen has known Steven to return
home at 4am on only one previous occasion as he was awake when he returned home

27/06/2014 16:13
PC

218393 703KG P BERRY

Glen denies any involvement with drugs and has no knowledge of Steven taking or using drugs.

27/06/2014 16:21
PC

218393 703KG P BERRY

Glen does not know who Anthony W ALGATE is and has not met anyone with this name. Steven has
apparently never mentioned this name before.I

02/07/2014 20:59
PC

221918 675KG DP PARISH

I have been made aware that the CCTV from KB LT STN is no longer avialable as the system which
downloadds the footage is defective after maintainence.
The exhbits seized from the home address of PORT have also been booked in at KW. PLease see book
170 number 3 for the details of these.
A number of exhibits are bodily samples and have been marked as hazards.
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MW O'DONNELL

useage at 04:55:46 through to 04:48:00 on Wed 18/06 - it is impossible to infer what this new data
indicates only that data has gone to the internet and back down to the phone at 04:48.
From here on in, all data that recorded connects to an aerial that signifies the handset is either off/out of
power or out of range. (Again, in my experience is more likely the phone is off)
All events after this time indicate concerned friends calling the victim however being put through to his
answer phone. Each line that shows him calling himself is the network (internally) calling his
voicemail in order that callers in can leave a message.

TOXICOLOGY - Screening results
The lab have picked up citalopram, diphenhydramine and chlorphenamine (antidepressants and
antihistamines) on the screen - tests have been booked to measure the levels.
Gammahydroxybutrate (GHB) was also picked up in the urine screen - further work requested to verify
its presence in the blood.
Common drugs of abuse were all negative.
Re 'poppers' apparently the lab have never had any success in picking up the constituents in blood so I
did not propose to analyse the blood for the alkyl nitrites (poppers).

01/09/2014 12:13
DS

218313

MW O'DONNELL

I have completed a report for the Coroner and hand delivered it to the Coroner's Officer. DC
Slaymaker continues to update family and maintain contact with the lab re expediting toxicology tests.
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30/10/2014 09:02
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218313

MW O'DONNELL

The organs have been reunited with the body by DC Parish and Dr Biedrzcki does not require any
further samples for examination. Any outstanding actons are being reviewed and completed as
appropriate and an updated report has been passed to A/DI McCarthy by me fir submission to SC&Ol
SIO for review and comment.
I requested DC Parish complete an MG3 and I have endorsed it for submission to the CPS. I would
consider the charge of Perverting the Course of Justice appropriate considering the false statement
made by PORT resulting in a far more protracted investigation than would have otherwise taken place.
Further to this, the family have also been subjected to a period of uncertainty while the deceaseds
movements were established which firther aggravates the offence.
Awaits CPS response and SC&Ol advice.

17/01/2015 10:51
DS

218313

MW O'DONNELL

I understand a charge for Perverting the Course of Justice has been authorised. I will pass this report to
DC Parish to conclude.

17/01/2015 10:51
DS

218313

MW O'DONNELL

OIC Changed

17/01/2015 15:35
PC

221918 675KG DP PARISH

CPS advice has been taken by the Homicide Team. They have advised that the suspect in this matter be
charged with Peverting the Course Of Justice.
I shall ensure that the paperwork is completed in a timely fashion, and also ensure that the suspect is
charged when he returns to custody.
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